
Authors Instructions. AMS-9

General instructions for preparation of NIMB papers may be found on the inside back
cover of any recent issue of NIMB or on the web page http://www.
elsevier.com/locate/surfaces. Click on Nuclear Instruments and Methods B, and then on
‘About the Journal’. Avoid (non-logically), the button ‘How to submit’.

In the instructions, disregard the section ‘How to submit’. For the AMS-9 proceedings,
the papers should be submitted to professor T.Nakamura in Nagoya (for address see the
conference abstract book) not later than November 1st, 2002. 4 pages have been allotted to
contributed papers, 8 pages to invited ones. If you need more than that, please contact
Professor Nakamura before submitting.

Note that publishing proceedings in a regular international journal implies that all accepted
papers have full journal quality, i.e contain a sufficient amount of new scientific results.
This will be checked through an international refereeing procedure. For the AMS
proceedings, there is, however, the tradition that most labs. publishes progress reports.
These will be strictly limited to four pages, and, please, note the name. There must be
progress to report.

Note also from the instructions that the papers must be written in good English. That
may be a very hard task for the proceedings editors to control and correct. In fact, neither
the proceedings editors, nor the regular journal editors, nor the publisher have the
resources to correct the language. Referees may help with a few papers, but do not count
on it. If in doubt, seek help among a native English speaking co-author, a colleague nearby,
or even your universities language service. In any case, use a good spell checker.
Otherwise, papers may be rejected simply because of poor English.

With regards to references, see any recent NIMB for the style. Note in particular the
algorithm for journal references: <All authors>, <Journal name>, <Volume #> <(year)>
<First page>.  Only in the case of more than 10 authors is the <First author et al.>
allowed. Further note that titles of journal papers should not be given, nor anything
beyond the first page of the paper.

Colour figures might be necessary for your paper, but note that they are expensive (First
page ~600 US $), expenses to be covered by the authors.

If you follow the general instructions, amended by the above remarks, we shall end up
with some brilliant proceedings.

Hans Henrik Andersen
Editor NIMB


